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I. INTRODUCTION

"Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts" was a

televised teacher training workshop series developed by the Human Relations

Unit in cooperation with the Bureau of Radio and Television, W1\11E-TV,

Channel 25. At the request of the Assistant Superintendent fol. Integration

and Human Relations, a research assistant from the Bureau of Educational Re-

search met during December 1967 and January 1968 with personnel from other

bureaus
1 responsible for planning the course to develop a design for its

evaluation. The evaluation was planned to determine the extent to which the

objectives of the course were achieved.

The overall aim of the course was to bring to the attention of tl'e

teacher the rich and relatively untouched resources to be found i.i the ii.Ger-

ature of minority groups in the United States. More specificary the course

was designed to:

1. Analyze language arts materials in order to acquaint teachers

with the poetry, drama, and literature written by and about

ethnin and minority groups,

2. Explore the ways in which such materials can be used to pro-

mote better intergroup understanding and relationships, and

3. Illustrate techniques for presenting such materials to students.

The course was given on Wednesdays from 3:30 to 5:10 P.M. during the

spring semester of 1968 in four locations in each of the approximately thirty

school districts. Table 1 lists the location of workshops and enrollments

by school district.

IThe following persons regularly attended planning sessions for the course:
Frederick H. Williams, Assistant Superintendent, Office of Integration and

Human Relations; Renee J. Fulton, Director, Bui-eau of In-Service Training;

Rufus B. Shorter, Assistant Administrative Director, Human Relations Unit;
Joan Johnson, Coordinator of Radio and Television and telecast moderator.

3
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Table 1

Location of Workshops for TV In-Service Course
"Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts"

Number of Workshops at each Level TOTAL

I.S. or Work- Enroll-

District P.S. J.H.S. S.H.S. sho ment

1 4 4 112

2 3 1 4 98

3 3 3 65

4 3 1 4 96

5 2 1 3 66

6 3 I 4 126

7 3 2 5 148

8 2 2 4 150

9 4 4 139

10 2 1 1 4 135

11 3 1 4 124

12 4 1 5 121

13 4 1 5 132

14 2 2 2 6 159

15 2 1 1 4 112

16 2 2 4 115

17 2 2 4 109

18 2 2 4 130

19 3 2 2 7 221

20 3 1 4 109

21 4 1 5 133

22 1 2 1 4 146

23 1 1 2 4 154

24 4 4 119

25 3 1 2 6 175

26 1 2 2 5 134

27 3 1 4 114

28 2 2 4 122

29 3 1 2 6 199

30 4 4 119

33(17A) 1 1 _29.
TOTAL 83 28 22 133 3912

4
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The first session was devoted to the basic aims and organization of the

course. The first one-half hour of each of the other fourteen sessions con-

sisted of a telecast concerned with one of the following topics: poetry,

English as a second language, the short story, rtereotypes in literature,

critical listening, semantics aad human relations, nonstandard dialect,

creative writing, expressional writing, literature of protest, African liter-

ature, curriculum materials, drama and role-playing, and early childhood edu-

cation. (A list of topics and brief description of telecasts appear on

pages 2 and 3 of the Evaluation Forms, in the Appendix).2

These topics were explored by means of demonstrations, demonstration

lessons, panel discussions, storytelling and other devices. Following the

telecast the workshop instructors led teachers enrolled in the course in a

discussion of the topic. To enable teachers to prepare for each session in

advance, guidelines, questions and a brief description of the telecast were

made available weekly.

The workshop leaders were chosen by District Superintendents. An orienta-

tion session for the leaders, which was held on February 31 helped train them

and persons fromthe Human Relations Unit who were responsible for assisting

with the course evaluation. The session included a description of the goals

and objectives of the course and an overview of ohe telecasts, including the

previewing of one tape followed by a demonstratior workshop in which all in-

structors lidd an opportunity to participate. The Bureau of Educational Re-

search research assistant who planned the evaluation prepared a description

of it whichwae (await:wed *Vritkr tti6 gritkip.- The insVtftoreEliatetaitcussed

easter detiii imatIbi section entitled "Description of Instructors."

2Samples of all instruments and forms and responses to questionnaires are ap-
pended to the report.



II. OBJECTIVES OF THE 17ALUATION

The consensus of the professional staff who designed the course was that

the evaluation should be based on its two focal points: the specific body of

content about literature written by and about minority groups and the process

whereby this content is communicated in the classroum. The objectives of the

evaluation were to:

1. Measure the amount of information which teachers enrolled in the

course acquired from the telecasts, workshops and course materials

(evaluation of content),

2. Determine the extent to which these teachers were able to utilize

the techniques for communicating this content in the classroom

(evaluation of process),

3. Describe the background of course instructors,

4. Obtain teachers' reactions to the course, and

5. Obtain instructors' reactions to the course.

III RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

A. Instruments

In order to evaluate the course objectives, five instruments were used:

Information Inventory, Classroom Interaction Record, Application foe TV In

Service Workshop Course, Teachers Evaluation Forms and Instructors Evaluation

Form.

Information Inver:I:LILLE_

The Information In-rentory is an endofcourse examination designed to

determine the amount and type of information acquired from the course

(Objective #1). It was mailed to a sample of teachers after the completion
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of the course. It consists of 20 multiple-choice and matching items based

on:

1. The content of telecasts,

2. Material recommended for reading and questions for consideration

prepared by the Human Relations Staff, and

3. Questions suggested by workshop instruetors.

Classroom Interaction Record

An instrument was needed which could be used by personnel from the Human

Relations Unit to record the process of instruction when visiting regular

classroom lessons devoted to aspects of the English curriculum in which human

relations material was relevant. The Classroom Interaction Reco:d was con-

structed for this purpose. It contains space for the Recorder to indicate

his name, the teacherts code number, school, location, grade and date of

lesson, and which of three visits to the teacher is being descrJbed and rated.

Recorders also indicated the type of lessen which was taught: literature,

composition or speech. There was provision for the Recorder to describe the

lesson, its aim and the extent to which it was achieved, its motivation, and

the extent to which five charact.ristics mere displayed in the classroom

lessons. These characteristics dealt with the history of minority groups and

minority group relations, the relation of human relations content to the stu-

dents own experiences, expressions of intergroup attitude, treatnent of

literary characters, and the treatment of nonstandard dialect. These five

characteristics ware chosen because it was felt they covered the types of

observable behavior which were most relevant to themajority of lessons pith

human relations content.
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?Cc. a training session for Recorders held February 27, a preliminary

form of the instrument and its use were discussed, with suggested revisions

noted.

Application for TV In-Service Workshop Course

It is customal; for the Director of In-Service Training to request bio-

graphical information from instructors, on the Application for TV In-Service

borkshop Course form. In December or January these forms were made available

to district offices where they were distributed to prospective instructors

who mailed the completed forms to the Bureau of In-Service Training. The

Application requested information concerning teaching experience, present

professional assignment, academic degrees, and in-service courses previously

tatght. Due to the completeness of the Application, it vas not necessary to

design a special instrument to describe the instructors and thereby satisfy

Objective #3.

Teachers Evaluation Forms

To evaluate the fourth objective, teachers1 reactions, two forms were

devised. On %bine 14 the Teachers EvaluatIon Form was mailed together with

the Information Inventory to a sample of 370 teachers enrolled in the course.

The form asked precoded and open-end questions concerning all aspects .1* the

course: its objectives, the telecasts, workshop assignments, and relevance

of the course to the participants. Suggestions were solicited and provisions

made for an overall evaluation. Respondents who had viewed at least one-

half of the telecasts were also requested to indicate which two telecasts

they considered best and which two poorest.

The other form which provided for teachrx reactions was mailed on the

same date to the 12 Leachers who participated in the evaluation of the in-

8
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instructional process. This brief form asked whether these lessons required

additional preparation by the teacher and whether they were ones orainarily

taught. Respondents were also asked if they would be willing to participate

in this type of project again and were encouraged to make additional comments

and indicate their overall react;.ons.

Instructors Evaluation Form

A form, stmilar to that designeq to elicit teachers' reactions to the

course, was mailed to the homes of each of the 133 instructors who taught the

in-srvice course. In addition to containing most of the questions asked of

teachers, the Instructors Evaluation Form requested information about prepara-

tion as a workshop leader, the weekay worksheet and workshop activities.

These forms, mailed June 10, were used to evaluate objective #5.

D. Selection of Samples

On February 8 each course instructor was mailed an enrollment list on

which all teachers enrolled in the course supplied information: name, home

address, number of years taught and description of Present teaching assign-

ment. Most forms were completed during the first or second workshop sessions

(Feb. 14 or 21), after the instructors had described the evaluation plan for

the course. These enrollment lists served as the source of names and ad-

dresses for all samples in the study.

Specific rationale was used to select the sample for the evaluation cf

the instructional process (the classroom viAts). Since the course was con-

cerned with the laitguage arts curriculum, the most appropriate classes for the

applica.tion of process were those in which language arts was taught. Due to

the very young child's lack of sophistication and difficulty in dealing with

abstract concepts, teachers of levels below grade four were excluded from the
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sample. In addition, it was felt that teachers who were relatively new to

teaching Should be excluded, and only those with four or more years of

teaching experience were selected. There were 540 teachers who met the sub-

ject matter, grade level and experience requirements for the process sample.

During March teachers in the sample were mailed a memorandum which ex-

plained the evaluation and requested their cooperation. Twelve teachers

agreed to participate. Table 2 gives their school district, grade and number

of years of teaching experience.

The enrollment lists also served as the source ot names and addresses of

the sample for the evaluation of content and the reactions to the course.

Approximately three names were chosen at random from each of the 124 com-

pleted lists, for a total sample of 370 or 9.5 per cent of the iinal en-

rollment of 3912.
3

The sample for the Instructors Evaluation Form was the total population

of 133 instructors. Reactions from the 14 co-instructors were not solicited.

Table 3 presents figures on sample sizes and administration dates.

C. Procedure for Evaluation of the Instrurrtional Process

There were 12 teachers who indicated on a return postcard that they were

willing to participate in the evaluation of the process of instruction by

having a member of the Human Relations staff visit their classroom. As each

postcard was received, the School Community Coordinator who had agreed to

serve as Recorder in the district was given the necessary information and re-

minded of his responsibility to make arrangements with the teacher for the

inal enrollment was approximately 3912. The samples had to be selected
prior to receipt of accurate and final figures. Due to underestimation of
enrollment, the actual sample for the Information Inventory and Teachers
Evaluation Form was a smaller percentage of the total than the 10 per cent
originally planned.

10
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three visits. The teacher's principal was then notified f the evaluation, of

its approval by the Executive Deputy Superintendent and the district superin-

tendent, and of the name of the participating teacher in his school and the

Recorder who would be making the visits. The first of the 36 visits (three

visits to each of 12 participants) was made on March 22; the last was completed

13 weeks later on June 21. Although the original intention was for the three

visits to each teacher to be evenly spaced throughout the term, prnblems of

scheduling and program planning required that in some cases two visits to a

teacher were no more than one week apart. Table 2 indicates how frequently

visits were made and the types of language arts lessons conducted. In no case

were two visits made more frequently than one week apart, exclusive of the

spring recess. After all visits had been completed, letters of appreciation

were sent to participating teachers and Recorders.

After each visit the Recorders returned the completed Clasanoom Inter-

action Record to the Bureau of Educational Research. This procedure was

established to ensure that the Record was completed as soon as possible and to

minimize the "halo effect" which might have resulted if the Records for all

three visits to a teacher had been completed at one time.

D. Wbrkshop Visits

To familiarize herself with the actual content of the discussions and

the variety of immediate reactions to the telecasts, the Bureau of Educational

Research staff member assigned to the project visited, on an informal basis,

14 of the 15 workshop sessions. She attempted to distribute these visits over

as many different types of centers as possible. Four each were made in Brooklyn

and Queens -- the boroughs in which the largest number of workshops was conducted,

and three each were made in Manhattan and the Bronx. Each visit was to a



different school district. Nine were elementary schools, three were junior high

or intermediate schools, and two were high schools. The workshops were led by

a principal, an assistant principal, a chairman of a high school English depart

ment, four school community coordinators, and seven classroom teachers. It

appeared that most of the teachers enrolled at a workshop center either were

teachers at that school or in nearby schools.

14
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The ethnic composition of the students In schools where these fourteen work-

shop centers were located ranged from 92.5% "Other" (i.e., predominately

white) to 0% "Other" (totally Negro and Puerto Rican). No attempt was made

to determine whether these fourteen workshops were representative in any way

of the total 133.

IV. FINDINGS

A. Description of Instructors

The data on instructors are based on information supplied on forms com-

pleted by personnel when they applied for assignment as workshop leaders.

Completed application forms were available for 123 or 92 per cent of the 133

instructors and all of the 14 co-instructors. In order to distinguish be-

tween the total group of instructors and those for whom data were available,

the latter group are referred to as "instructor respondents". An item by

item summary of the information supplied by instructor respondents is

presented in Appendix F.

Approximately one-half of the instructors and co-instructors who com-

pleted application forms indicated they held an Early Childhood or Common

Branches teaching license. One-third of the total group had either of these

as their most recent, and usually as their oray, license. Since language

arts was the curriculum area with which the course was most directly concerned,

it is interesting to note that only 32 or 23 per cent of the respondents were

licensed to teach neither Common Branches nor English, and three of these in-

structors were presently assigned as School Community Coordinators. Five of

the instructor respondents indicated that their most recent license was as
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a principal, 16 as assistant principal.

The majority of the professional staff of the New York City school sys-

tem have current assignments which are the same as their most recent teaching

license. One exception is the School Community Coordinator, for which there

is as yet no license. This category and ones similar to it4 include regularly

licensed teachers with special training and capabilities who work with parent

and community groups and engage in teacher training. Twenty-three per cent of

the respondents listed titles in this area as their current professional as-

signment. Many of the persons so assigned mere licensed as ccmmon branches

teachers.

The number of workshop sections on Staten Island was too small to permit

statistical analysis. In the other boroughs percentages did not deviate

greatly from those for the group as a whole. There were Some noteworthy ex-

ceptions, however. Although one half of the total group was most recently

licensed in same capacity on the elementary level (including Early Childhood)

and one quarter on the junior high school level, in Manhattan 69 per cent

were licensed as elanentary school teachers and 9 per cent in junior high

school subjects. This preponderance of elementary school teachers was not

found in other boroughs.

Approximately two-thirds of the total group had earned a master's degree

and another 4 per cent (5 instructors) had earned doctorates. Approximately

eighty per cent of the respondents in Manhattan and Queens listed post graduate

470TiTer titles which involve similar types of responsibilities are Human Relations
Coordinator, Community Relations Assistant and Community Relations Coordinator.

16
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degrees.

Fifty-five per cent of the instructor respondents indicated they had pre-

vious3y taught an In-service course. Prooklyn workshops were conducted by in-

structors almost two-thirds of whom had no prior experience. In Queens about

30 per cent were inexperienced as in-service teachers,

B. Results of the Information InventorY

The Information Inventory was mailed together with the Teachers Evalua-

tion Form to the home address of 370 teachers enrolled in the course. Com-

pleted Inventories were received from 121 or 33 per cent of the teachers. Re-

plies were anonymous.

The Inventories were scored with a key based on the judgment of the re-

search assistant and personnel from the Human Relations Unit. The possible

range of scores was from 0 (no items correct) to 20 (no errors). Table 4

contains the frequency distribution of scores obtained by the respondents,

which is presented graphically in Figure 1. The scores ranged from 8 to 19,

witn a mean of 13.6 and a standard deviation of 2.66. The median was 13.8.

Based on these measures it vas decided to assign a rating of Excellent to

scores of 17 or better, GOOCA to scores 12 through 16, and Fair to scores 11

and below.

The valldity of an end of course examination, such as the Information In-

ventory, is most adequately established by examining the content of the items

and judging the degree to which they correspond to the content and objectives

of the course. The Inventory items were based primarily on the content of the

telecasts and on material prepared by the Human Relations Unit for workshop

discussion. In addition, the personnel who planned the course reviewed each

item prior to its inclusion in the Inventory. For these reasons, the Inventory

17



Table 4

Distribution of Scores and Ratings on the 20-item
Information Inventory for 121 Teacher Respondents

Score ELT-Sake.PSZ Ratings

.19 3 Excellent

18 2 Excellent

17 9 Excellent

16 19 Good

15 15 Good

14 17 Good

13 17 Good

12 13 Good

11 8 Fair

10 7 Fair

9 5 Fair

8 6
-- - Fair

Total 121

Mean = 13.56; Standard deviation = 2.66

Median = 13.76; Range = 8-19

18





was considered valid for the purpose for which it was used.

As further study of the Inventory, an item analysis was undertaken. Two

indices were computed for each itenr one reflects the precision with which

the item discriminates between respondents who perform well on the total

test and those who perform poorly, and 2) the other reflects the difficulty

level of the item for the group tested. Table 5 lists the discrimination

index and the difficulty index for each item on the Information Inventory.

The discrimination index
5 was determined for each item by comparing

the success on the iteu of teachers who scored best and those who scored

poorest on the total test. The greater the relationship between performance

on the item and performance on the test, the larger is the discrimination

index. For example, on item #190 which had the highest discrimination index,

.79, 91 per cent of the teachers who scored highest on the total test passed

the item, whereas only 9 per cent of the teachers who scored lowest on the

test passed the item. Ten items had a discrimination index of .49 or better.

Only four of the twenty items had coefficients less than .25.

The difficulty index of an item is the percentage of the total graup

tested who passed the item. For an achievement test, such as the Information

Inventory, item difficulties which range from 50 per cent to 75 per cent are

considered acceptable. The average of the item diffiaulties for the twenty

Inventory items is 68 per cent, with the range from 29 per cent to 92 per cent.

Three items were failed by more than 50 per cent of the respondents. Only two

of the twenty items were both poor discriminators and unacceptable in terms

of difficulty: item #4 which was too difficult and item #16 which was too easy.

5e techniques used to evaluate items are described in detail in Personnel

Selection: Test and Measurement Techni ues by Robert L. Thorndike.



Table 5

Item
Number

Information Inventory Item

% Correct

Statisticag

'Discrimination
-:Indez

CElaPaganis r

_

Difficulty Index
Upper 27% Lower 27%

1 88 38 .54 50

2 97 66 .54 82

3 91 50 .50 76

4 34 31 .01 29

5 100** 84 .49 93
6 53 16 .41 30

7 94 41 .62 69

8 100** 81 .52 90

9 69 31 .38 50

10 97 84 .44 93
11 91 84 .14 83
12 81 66 .18 80
13 78 56 .25 73
14 78 44 .36 51
15 44 16 .33 31
16 94 94 .00 93
17 91 19 .72 56

18 100** 56 .70 80
19 91 9 .79 55
20 100** 44 .75 72

*See footnote, page

**The figure used was the value of the product-moment coefficient of correlation
corresponding to 99 per cent scoring in the upper 27 per cent on the total
test.
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Both items were very specia; bowevel.., other highly specific items, for

example #3, #14 and #19, had. 2avorable item indices. Neither the most

reliable items nor the least reliable conformed to a particular pattern with

respect to content.

C. Analysis of Classroom Interaction Record

Nature of the Instrument

The Classroom Interaction Record (CIR) was designed to assess the process

of instruction through which the information contained in the course was in-

tegrated into regular classroom lessons. Before the actual CIR was used, the

instrument was evaluated in terms of the consistency of the recordings and

the relevance of the characteristics observed.

It was not possible to have the entire group of Recorders visit each of

the 36 lessons twice in order to assess the reliability of ratings. It was

possible, however, in two cases to send two Recorders to visit the same lesson

and report on it independently. Between one pair of Recorders there was com-

plete agreement on all of the ratings on the Record. The other pair of Re-

corders agreed on four of the seven possible ratings.

Since individual teachers' lessons vary considerably in plan and con-

tent, the human relations aspect of the Classroom Interaction Record is not

always appropriate tc every lesson. After the protocols were gathered, the

ratings on the five characteristics (cf Appendix B) ware tabulated for all the

participating teachers. The analysis indicated that two of the five charac-

teristics were relevant to the majority of the 36 lessons taught. Only the

findings of these two characteristics were analyzed. No further analysis was

made of the other three characteristics.
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Recorders' Findings

The two characteristics analyzed were "The Teacher Helped Students

Relate the Human Relations Content of the Lesson to Their Contemporary Situ-

ation" and "Expression of Intergroup Attitudes." As Table 6 indicates, only

twelve and thirteen per cent, respectively, of the ratings for these chazac-

teristics were unfavorable. Even though for the group as a whole there was

no consistent pattern to the ratings for the three visits, the lessons

observed did utilize human relations material with respect to these two

characteristics.

Table 6 - Results of the Classroom Interaction Record
Ratings by Recorders for 36 Visits
(3 visits to each of 12 teachers)

1. Ratings of Characteristics Relevant to a Majority of Lessons

A. The Teanher Helped Students Relate the Human Relations Content of the

Lesson to the Contemporary Situation (Their Own Lives and Time)

Visit Totp.1
No. Per Cent

This item not relevant to this lesson 0 2 1 3 8

Teacher encouraged relevant personal references by ask-

ing questions which helped students perceive similarities 7 6 7 20 55

Teacher permitted students to relate aspects of the

lesson to their own lives and experiences 3 2 4 9 25

Uhere personal references were made, they mere ignored
or glossed over by the teacher 1 1 0 2 6

Personal or contemporary references were discouraged 1 1 0 2 6

36 100

B. Expression of Intergroup Attitudes Visit Total
#1-07L1 No. Per Cent

This item not relevant to this lesson
Evidence of considerable rapport among students of dif-

ferent ethnic backgrounds; positive intergroup re-

lations diplayed
Students expressed positive attitudes toward minority

and majority groups
Students relatively comfortable with the subject matter;

natural and at ease
Students ill at ease with human relations material;

difficulty in expressing feelings
Derogatory ethnic references; rudeness to students

who are speaking

2 2 2 6 17

2 1 3 6 17

2 1 2 5 14

5 5 4 14 39

1 1 0 2 5

1 1 1 8
36 100
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Table 6 (continued)

2. To what extent was the aim of the lesson achieved?
Tbtal

No. Per Cent

Completely 10 28

To a moderate extent;
in part 21 58

Not at all _5_ _211,
36 100

3 Did the teacher use the lesson as a means of

discussing broader and more general issues

(e.g., the meaning of brotherhood, the worth

and Integrity of every human being)?

Yes
No

Total
No. Per Cent

24 67

12 _22___
36 100

Table 7 - Judgments of Classroom Interaction Records

for Twelve Participating Teachers in Order of Performance

Rank

Human relations aspects
improvement OFFFErt761751ERTATEI

three lessons of the_llessons
Aim aMbiguous Ior
2 or 3 lessons?

Extent of
over the

AP HR RA* AP HR RA AP HR RA

No No No Excellent Excellent Moderate Superior Good Superior

2 No No No Excellent Moderate Negligible Superior Fair Good

3 No NO No Moderate Excellent Moderate Good Good Good

4 No No No Moderate Moderate Negligible Superior Fair Good

5 No Yes No Moderate Nbderate Moderate Good Fair Good

6 No No No Indeterminate Excellent Mbderate Fair Good Fair

7 Yes Yes Yes Negligible Moderate Moderate Fair Fair Good

8 Yes No No Negligible Negligible Negligible Fair Fair Fair

9 Yes No No Indeterminate Hoderate Negligible Poor Good Poor

10 Yes Yes Yes Negligible Indeterminate Negligible Poor Poor Poor

11 Yes Yes Yes None None None Poor Poor Poor

12 Yes Yes Yes None None None Poor Poor Poor

*AP,Assistant Principal; HR,Human Relations staff member;

RA, Research Assistant
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Recorders judged the human relations aim as having been achieved in

86 per cent of the lessons; in 28 per cent it was achieved "completely." In

two-thirds of the lessons the Recorders felt that the teacher used the lesson

as a means of discussing broader and more general human relations issues.

Judgments of_apcordersl Findings

In accordance with the evaluation design, the completed Classroom Inter-

action Records were judged as to the quality of the instructional process with

respect to human relations content and techniques. The judgements were made

by a panel of three judges: a human relations specialist in the Office of

Integration, an assistant principal, and a research assistant. The judges

considered all the information contained in the three Classroom Interaction

Records available for each teacher. Using the CIRs the judges evaluated each

teacher in terms of three variables: 1) unambiguousness of fhe human relations

aims, 2) the improvement evident in the three lessons in the application of

human relations content and teaching techniques, and 3) the general quality of

the lesson in this respect.

Table 7 presents the judgments on these three variables made for each

teacher by the panel of judges. For all but one teacher (the one ranked

ninth) there was close agreement on all three variables.

The judges rated three teachers as having taught two or more lessons

for which the aim was ambiguous, having displayed negligible or no improvement

in the application of human relations content and techniques for the three

lessons, and having taught lessons poor in the overall quality of the human

relations content and techniques. Another three teachers taught lessons which

were judged favorably--fme "superior"--with respect to these same charac-

teristics. The remaining six teachers were rated as having performed

somewhere between these extremes.
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D. Teacher's Reactions to the Classroom Visits

Seven of the twelve participating teachers submitted their reactions to

the experience of being a participant in the evaluation of process. Their

comments are summarized in Appendix G. Because the number of respondents

is so few, it is not appropriate to give much weight to numerical results.

In general it can be said that most of the respondents had spent an unusual

amount of time and effort to prepare the lesson but that they did not

consider them "special" lessons. Only one of the seven respondents said he

would not be willing to participate in this type of project again.

E. Teachers' ReactIons to the Course

The Teachers Evaluation Form was mailed to 370 teachers enrolled in the

course. Completed Forms were received from 125 or 34 per cent of the teachers

in the sample. Replies were anonymous. Three-fifths of the respondents had

present assignments as early childhood or elementary school teachers. Fifteen

per cent were in junior high schools and 24 per cent in senior high schools.

Only twelve per cent were teaching Engltsh on either the junit-: or senior

high school levels. In order to summarize teacher's reactions, categories

were established for items which were open-end, and comments were coded and

tabulated. Responses appear in Appendix H. The highlights of the reactions

are summarized below.

Course Objectives

Three-fifths of the respondents indicated that the objective which was

realized was to "explore ways in which (language arts) materials can be used

to promote better intergroup understanding and relations". Thirty-nine

per cent considered this the only objective which was realized. Fewer re-

spondents felt that the objective to "demonstrate techniques for presenting
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such materials to students" had been realized than the other two objectives.

Only thirteen per cent of the respondents felt that all three objectives had

been realized.

Telecasts

It did not seem reasonable to assume that teachers who had viewed lcss than

one half of the telecasts could meaningfully comment on ehem. Mostly due to

mechanical difficulties, 8 per cent of ehe respondents saw fewer than seven of

the fourteen telecasts. Reactions on the quality of the reception, the relation

of telecasts to the discussion and quality of the telecast content were tabulated

only for the 114 regular viewers.

The respondents rated the video and audio reception similarly. Both were

more frequently considered "fair" than "poor" or "good". Approximately one-third

indicated the picture and/or the sound were "poor", Ninety-three per cent nf

ehese regular viewers felt that the telecasts served as a springboard for.the

discussions. Sixty per cent felt this was so "to same extent" rather ehan

"to a great extent".

The following is ehe list of telecasts which were rated by the teachers

as the two best and two poorest in overall quality of content.

Rated Best Rated Poorest

Title Rating Title Rating

Poetry 1 Expressional Writing 1

English as a Second) Stereotypes in
Language ) 2 Literature 2

Critical Listening )

Almost one-quarter of the viewers did not offer a rating for poorest, and

fifteen per cent offered none for best. There was a considerable gap between
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the most popular telecasts (Poetry, English as a Second Language and Critical

Listening), which together received almost 50 per cent of the best ratings, and

the next most popular telecast (Drama and Role-Playing) which was chosen best

by 8 per cent. The law number of responses to the telecast on Early Childhood

Education probably reflects the sparse audience it had. Rescheduled from the

middle of the series to June 6th, the week aftet the last workshop, it is likely

that few enrollees viewed this program.

Two formats were used for the telecasts: demonstration lessons and panel

discussions. Of the respondents who were regular viewers, 62 per cent said

they would have preferred more demonstration lessons in the telecasts, and in

the opinion of 54 per cent, the panel discussions served a useful purpose.
un

Favorable and/favorable comments were made about both formats by a mnall group

of regular viewers. Lessons were considered applicable to classroom teaching,

thought-provoking and interesting. The most common criticism was that lessons

did not seem real, and children had been rehearsed or were too carefully se.

lected. The panels were praised for providing exposure to a variety of view-

points but criticized for insufficient exploration of ideas and superficial

treatment of topics. A few respondents felt the panel discussions were not rele-

vant to the classroom situation; that they were detached from the reality of the

teaching situation.

Several topics and speakers were suggested for future telecasts. Greater

concentration on instructional materials and techniques and intergroup attitudes

was recommended. A variety of speakers was suggested: teachers and Board of

education personnel, children and community leaders, "professional actors to

present themes dramatically." There was no pattern to the suggestions tor tele-
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cast formats. They included formats as divergent as "confrontation telecasts

between minority groups," "audience participation in panel set-up," and "a dem-

onstration lesson with an unrehearsed, integrated elementary class."

Co,Jrse Assignments

Ninety-one per cent of the respondents were enrolled in workshops which

required the completion of an assignment. Approximately one-third of the re-

spondents prepared one or more lesson plans. Another 39 per cent read one or

more books. Two-thirds of the respondents read at least one book specifically

in connection with the course, though not necessarily as a course assignment.

The types of books read were: biographies, histories of minority groups, socio-

logical and psychological discussions of minorities, literature of protest,

poetry and fictitious treatments of urban life and discussions about teaching

the economically disadvantaged. The books most frequently listed were Claude

Brown's Manchild in the Promised Land, Jonathan Kozol's Death at an Early Age,

Kenneth Clark's Dark Ghetto and The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Twelve per cent

of the comments about assignments were critical; half of these referred to re-

quired book reports.

Relevance of the Course

Slightly more than one-half of the respondents indicated they had utilized

in their classrooms the materials presented on telecasts and in the workshops.

Sixteen per cent marked the category, "I have not used these materials, and it

is unlikely that I shall." Some teachers felt the course was not relevant be-

cause it did not deal with the particular subject which they taught. In addi-

tion, elementary school teachers criticized the material as being better suited

to older children, and high school teachers complained of excessive emphasis on

9(1
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elementary material. (The telecasts were planned so that four early childhood

or elementary, four junior high, and four senior high school classes were

shown being taught demonstraticn lessons. In addition, during one of the all-

panel telecasts, techniques specific to early childhood groups were demon-

strated.)

Overall Evaluation

The overall evaluation of the course by teachers war favorable. One-half

of the respondents rated the course "Excellent" (5 per cent) or "Good (45 per

cent). One-third of the respondents considered it fair and the remainder of
ed

those who offered an overall evaluation consider/it "Poor" (12 per cent).

F. Inszructors' Reactions to the Course

The Instructors Evaluation Form was mailed to the La workshop leaders.

Replies were received anonymously from 90, or 68 per cent, of the instructors.

As with the Teachers Evaluation Form, categories were established for open-end

items, and as many comments as possible were coded and tabulated. Responses

appear in Appendix I. The highlights of the reactions are summarized below.

Preparation of Instructors

Instructors were asked if they felt they would have been more effective

as workshop leaders if they had had specific training or additional prepared

materials. The respondents were about evenly divided between those who

answered "yes" and those who answered "no." The greatest need for those who

wished additional preparation was fo7 greater familiarity with materials and

techniques for conducting workshops. Although approximately one-half of the

instructors had no prior in-service teaching experience, it was not possible

to determine which respondents to the evaluation form were inexperienced as in-
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service teachers, particularly of human relations courses. A few respondents

mentioned specifically that additional preparation wc,Ild have been particularly

beneficial to inexperienced instructors.

The explanation most frequently given by instructors who did not feel the

need for additional preparation was that their awn training and experience were

sufficient. Several of these instructors commented favorably on the available

forms oT teaching aids: worksheets, telecast previews, and the single orienta-

tion session.

Worksheets

All but four of the 90 respondents said thcy received the worksheets

prepared by the Human Relations Unit. Ninety per cent of the group said the

material arrived prior to each week's class. These worksheets, which con-

tained descriptions of the telecasts and questions to accompany each week's

telecast were put to a variety of uses. Only three respondents said they made

no use of the questions. Approximately two-thirds of the instructors used

selected questions as a basis for discussion, usually with the workshop group

as a whole. Almost one-half of the instructors said they reproduced and dis-

tributed the questions to the teachers. /n one-third of the workshops, this

practice was followed each week. Twenty-two per cent of the instructors used

the prepared materials as a basis for assignments.

Telecasts

As in the case with the teachers, it was felt that only those instructors

who had viewed one-half of the telecasts could meaningfully comment on them.

Due to inadequate reception six instructor respondents viewed less than seven

telecasts. The other parts of this item were analyzed only for those 84 who
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viewed at least one-half of the telecasts.

Approximately two-fifths of the instructors who were regular viewers con-

sidered the picture and sound "Fair". A larger proportion of the group rated

the picture "Poor" (27 per cent) than rated the sound "Poor" (18 per cent).

Every instructor respondent felt that the telecasts served as a spring-

board for the discussionr, to same extent; slightly more than half felt this

was true to a great extent.

The following is the order in which telecasts were rated by the instruc-

tors best and poorest in overall quality of content.

Rated Best

Title Rating

Poetry 1

Drama and Role-Playing 2

Rated Poorest

Title

Curriculum Matrials

Nonstandard Dialect

Rating

1

2

The telecast on poetry was not only considered best by the greatest number of

instructors, but no instructor rated it poorest. The popularity of the tele-

cast on Curriculum Materials was exactly reversed, it was most frequently rated

poorest with no one considering it best.

Even though 62 per cent of the instructor respondents would have preferred

more demonstration lessons in the telet,asts, 69 per cent felt that the panel

discussions did serve a useful purpose for eheir workshops. Although many in-

structors felt that the panelists stimulated workshop discussion, and a few

instructors preferred the panel format, there was criticism of panels for pre-

senting insufficient controversy and superficially exploring ideas. These and

similar comments were also given by instructors when asked to suggest topics

or areas not covered which they felt should have been (question eleven) and to

ar-2
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suggest changes for future use in the course (question twelve).

Approximately three-fifths of the instructors previewed at least ane of

the 14 telecasts, 30 per cent previewed six or more.

Workshop Activities

Almost one-fifth of ehe workshop leaders indicated that their groups made

trips instead of or in addition to meeting for a telecast. They listed 16 such

trips which involved becoming better acquainted with the local community (tour

of Harlem, visit to a Brooklyn health program in which neighborhood schools are

involved) as well as exposure to minority group culture (visit to Black Nation-

alist bookstore; attendance at a Langston Hughes play).

In addition to going outside their workshops to broaden their experiences,

slightly more than one-third of the groups had guest speakers. Instructors

listed fhe names of 52 such visitors, most of whom were specifically recommended

for future use as speakers to groups or as telecast panelists. They included

parents, community leaders, college teachers, educational specialists, pro-

fessional writers and performers, students, and government officials.

In order to study variation in the workshop sessions following fhe telecast,

instructors were asked to describe how their groups spent this period. As might

be expected, the most common activity (reported by 70 per cent) immediately

following the viewing of a program was discussion of the telecast. The next

most frequently reported activity engaged in by one-half of the groups was a

discussion or review of some or all of the prepared questions. Various types of

discussions, as well as reports and demonstration lezsons, were also reported.

Many groups divided their time so that more than one type of activity was

possible each week. For example, there might be reaction to the telecast, a
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demonstration lesson or other special assignment prepared by one teacher or a

small group, followed by total group discussion of the presentation and same of

the prepared questions.

In addition to the request for more demonstration lessons and teaching

techniques and more provocative and profound panel discussions mentioned above,

the instructors offered many other suggestions. They felt that the programs

Should have dealt with other minorities in addition to Negroes and Puerto

Ricans, and that the subculture, history and literature of the minority groups

should have been discussed more extensively. Also, demonstration lessons were

criticized for being too "idealized". Two types of comments were indirectly

critical of the attempt.3 of the course to appeal to teachers from a variety of

backgrounds. Each grade level (early childhood, elementary and secondary) was

mentioned as needing greater emphasis. Language arts wes also considered too

narrow a subject to appeal to the teachers from all disciplines permitted to

enroll in the course.

A variety of topics and speakers was sugested for future courses. Sugges-

tions ranged from a program on decentralization to one on oral language devel-

opment. Most of the 23 telecast speakers suggested for future use are well-

known black leaders and educators, e.g., Roy Wilkins, Kenneth Clark, Stokely

Carmichael.

Overall evaluation and reactions

Eighty-six per cent of the respondents evaluated the course as "Excellent"

or "Good." No instructor considered ehe course "Poor." Two other items sub-

stantiated ehis favorable reaction.

Eighty-six per cent of the instructor respondents indicated they would like
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to teach this or a similar human relations course in the future. Most of the

instructors who indicated they would like to teach the course again commented

favorably on their experience as an instructor. Many said that they had

learned a great deal and had gained new insights themselves. However, there

were some critical comments and suggestions from those willing to serve again.

Smaller class size, better program coordination and materials, "more freedom,

more speakers, more exciting TV viewing - not necessarily every week", preference

for the course given the previous year and concern about fitting this commit-

ment into already overburdened schedules were also mentioned. Four of the

nine instructors who prefer not to teach the course again explained their

decision. One had "already given it three times", two complained of the in-

appropriateness of the subject matter (language arts) for their experience and

interest and one said he would teach it apain if asked.

Eight instructors offered "proof" or indicated in some manner that the

course had been favorably received by or was valuable to the teachers. Seven

instructors said the course was "better than others," fthe best yet" or made

special reference to its value.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions About the Frimmy qtdeptives of the Evaluation

The primary purpose of this evaluation was to neasure the amount of in-

formation from the course which teachers acquired and to determine whether

teachers used techniques for communicating this content to their classes.

Ideally, there should have been some measure of the amount of information,

comparable to that made available through the course, which teachers had prior

qt1.15
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to taking the course. This type of "before" measure could not be obtained.

However, due to the specific nature of the items asked it is unlikely that

a teacher could have performed well on the test unless he had taken this course

or another one very similar in content. The results of the administration of

the Information Inventory indicate that respondents did acquire considerable

information in the areas covered by the course. Therefore, the first objec

tive of the evaluation was achieved.

It is

course was

even under

problems.

more difficult to assess the extent to which the content of the

integrated into the classroom lessons. It should be noted that

the most ideal conditions, the evaluation of such a process poses

The primary limitation in this study was the lack of experimental

control over the process sample.

The response to requests for participants in the evaluation of process

was insufficient. The evaluation design called for 45 teachers to serve as

the sample for the assessment of process. They were to

ramlom from a pool of 60-75 teachers, who had agreed to

phase of the evaluation. Since, when the time came for

a total of only 12 teachers volunteered to participate,

have been selected at

cooperate for this

observation cf lessons,

all twelve were used

as the process sample. With relatively few teachers involved, the results of

this aspect of the evaluation are suggestive but inconclusive. Although not

asked to do so, many teachers offered explanations for their inability to coop

erate. Teachers noted pressures or prior commitments such as preparing for a

new license examination, rehearsing a class play, and supervising a student

teacher. A few teachers were concerned that their classes were "too slow."

Other teachers either were not presently teaching language arts lessons or

were per diem substitutes unable to schedule lessons in advance. A few teachers
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had withdrawn from the course after signing the enrollment list from which

the sample was selected. Most of the teachers who participated, as well as

the Recorder who made the visits reported that they found the experience re-

warding and enlightening.

In spite of the several limitations, the procedure provided evidence

for the achievement of the second objective of the evaluation. All but

three of the 12 teachers were judged to have utilized in their classroom

lessons the content and teaching methods presented in this human relations

course, and to have successfully integrated the content into the format of

the lessons.

Comqrison with "Classroom Techniques in Intergroup Education"

The stengths and weaknesses of the present course are most adequately

viewed against the framework of a similar course taught the previous year.

The comparison of tbe present course with the one entitled "Classroom Tech-

niques in Intergroup Education" is possible because reactions were obtained

from teachers and instructors in both courses. Forms used to record reactions

to the two courses ware similar. Those used in connection with the present

evaluation were more extensive, including questions suggested by free

responses the previous year. A short description of the earlier course is

presented in the report of its evaluation.6

Based on the reactions of participants, the more recent course was de-

cidedly superior to its predecessor in two respects: the extent to which

course objectives were explicitly stated and achieved and the conduct and

ETATI:"ray, Kay C. Evaluation of In-Service Course "Classroom lq_91-m_12.3.1.9_§_in

Intergroup Education." Board of Education of the City of New York, Bureau

of Educational Research. December, 1967. (Kcm)
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content of the telecasts.

Partly because the title of the present course accurately reflected its

content, its objectives were considered to have been more explicitly stated,

more specific in Ecope and fulfilled to a greater degree than was the pre--

vioxs year. Limiting the content iñ 1968- to a specific subject area (language

arts) provided a focus which was lacking the year before. Criticisms in

?68 were mainly from nonlanguage arts teachers enrolled in the course who

felt the subject matter was not pertinent to their needs. An even more

relevant course might be one not only designed for one subject but for a single

level, as well. For example, for each subject in which there is a human

relations course, there might be one for elementary school teachers and one

for secondary school teachers.

There is another advantage to making courses specific in content and

scope. Because human relations courses such as these are mandated by law to

fulfill certain requirements, their enrollments are large. For workshops

themselves to be examples of positive "human relations", the number of parti

cipants should be small. Maintaining smaller,more cohesive groups would be

easier if the previous suggestion were adopted.

In the course taught during the spring term of 1968 there was closer

correspondence between the prepared materials and the telecasts. Both re

flected more careful planning and better coordination than had occurred pre

viously. This aspect of future courses might be improved further by having

all telecasts taped and materials prepared in advance of the first session.

By so doing, instructors and teachers would know the exact date of each topic

and could plan for the semester with a minimum of inconvenience from re

scheduling of telecasts and unavailable materials.

$8
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The most incisive and idespread criticism of the Spring 1967 course

vas directed toward the telecasts. They were accused of being provocative

vithout being instructive. Although some of this criticism was leveled

against the more recent course, its telecasts were generally viewed more

favorably. Given the nature of any human relations course and the problems

of our society, such criticisms will probably continue to be voiced.

Several indices of the reaction to the programswerc available. Open-

end questions requesting comments about weaknesses of the course and sug-

gestions ?or its improvement elicited a varied reaction to the programs.

Although there was same praise and criticism of both demonstration

lessons and panel discussions televised for the present course, both formats--

with lessons predominatingwere considered necessary to deal adequately with

the different types of topics with which the course was concerned. Teachers

as well as instructors felt the telecasts could have been improved if demon-

stration lessons had appeared more "real" and less rehearsed. Panelists might

have treated topics less superficially and made them more relevant to the

classroom situation. One teacher suggested that there be present at the

panel discussions a live teacher audience which could engage in some exchange

of ideas with the speakers on aspects of the topic directly related to

teachers concerns. This year comments about the moderator were few in number

-with the majority favorable. Although there were a very few charges of

"racism" directed at specific guests, this dharge was not made against the

course as a whole.

Another indication of the more favorable response to the telecast series

in 1968 is obtained from the ratings of the programs. There was less negative
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reaction directed toward any one telecast this year than last. As with the

previous year, there was complete agreementlbetween teachers and instructors

on which telecast was best. In 1968 the fii.st telecast,which dealt with

poetry, was favored. The significance of the popularity of the initial pro-

gram in the series cannot be overestimated. The participantst first exposure

to the programs sets the tone for the entire course. At the same time it pre-

disposes the viewer to high expectations with respect to succeeding programs.

No questions directly related to the conduct of the workshops were asked

in 1967. The responses of teachers and instructors in 1968 to questions about

course assignments, speakers invited to workshops, visits which groups made

into the community and formats used following the telecast indicated considerable

variation from ono workshop to another. Such variation is beneficial to the

extent that it reflects the needs and wishes of the teachers enrolled while

continuing to focus on the objectives of the course. As soon as detailed data

on all suggested guest speakers, took titles, places to visit and types of

activities were compiled, they were forwarded to personnel responsible for

the course. These suggestions were intended AD serve as a valuable resource

in planning future programs and in aiding an instructor in planning for his

particular workshop.

The primary concern among teachers seemed to bs for increased contact

with the community, particularly the black community through its culture,

institutions and residents and leaders of all persuasions. Through first

hand knowledge gained from bringing more speakers to the workshops and taking

more workshop groups into the community, the experience of teachers enrolled

in the course could be substantially supplemented. The instructor inexperienced

in conducting a human relations workshop is particularly in need of materials
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and suggestions for their use. As a result of the great variation in the

training and experience of personnel chosen as instructors this need is inten-

sified. Possibly the most effective procedure for minimizing instructor varia-

tion is to select for the assignment only those people who had had prior rele-

vant experience, or to provide training sessions specifically geared to de-

ficiencies in their background.

Probably the mnst noteworthy aspect of the present course was the favor-

able overall reaction given it by both teachers and instructors. Eighty-six

per cent of the instructors and 50 per cent of the teachers rated the course

"Excellent" or "Good." Comparable figures for last year mere 23 per cent and

47 per cent. Although participant approval is only one ingredient of success,

this finding reinforces the others which indicate that the course conducted

in the spring of 1968 sslostantially fulfilled its objectives. In so doing,

it also eliminated manY of the weaknesses of the similar course taught in

the spring of the previous year.

VL'.. SUMMARY AND RECOMENDATIONS

During the spring of 1968 an evaluation wa6 conducted of the televised in-

service course "Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts."

The primary purposes of the evaluation were to: 1) measure the amount of in-

formation which teachers acquired from the rcurse (evaluation of content), and

2) to determine the extent to which these teachers were able to utilize the

techniques for communicating this content in the classroom (evaluation of the

process of instruction).

ApproxImatelY 33 per cent of the teachers enrolled in the course completed

the Information Inventory administered at the end of the term to evaluate
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the process of instruction. The results of this phase of the evaluation pro-

vided valuable information but were not conclusive.

Thirty-four per cent of the teachers and 68 per cent of the instructors

completed forms which requested their reactions to the course. Fifty per cent

of the teachers rated the course as a mhole either "Excellent" or "Good."

Eighty-six per cent of the instructors gave similar ratings.

The evaluat I indicated that the course had not repeated most of the

weaknesses found in a similar human relations course conducted the previous

year.

Recommendations based on the evaluation are that:

1. Instructors be chosen primarily for their sensitivity and

human relations orientation.

2. Different training procedures be designed for instructors with

varying degrees of experience in teaching similar in-service

courses.

3. Separate human relations courses be offered by grade level as

well as subject matter.

4. All prepared materials for use in workshops be disseminated at

the first or second session of the course; telecasts be taped

and scheduled in advance of the start of the course.

5. The number of televised demonstratic,;, lessons be increased with

greater effort at simulating actual classroam conditions.

6. Telecast panel discussions be more controversial and include a

live teacher audience.

7. Additional suggestions be made available to instructors regarding

the variety of workshop formats, names of speakers available to

visit workshops and valuable types of interaction with the comnmnity.

LP,
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Instruments and Forms

A. Information Inventory

B. Classroom Interaction Record

C. Application for TV In-Service Workshop Course

D. Teachers Evaluation Forms

E. Instructors Evaluation Form

Responses to Questionnaires

F- Biographical Information on Instructors

G. Reactions of Teachers Ilho Participated in Classroom Visits

H. Responses to Teachers Evaluation Form

I. Responses to Instructors Evaluation Form
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APPENDIX A

P.N. 22-617 6/68
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201

ThIFORMATION INVMITORY

For teachers Who Completed In-Service Course TV359
Curriculum, Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts

DIRECTIONS:

Read each item and decide which choice best campletes the statement or answers the
question. Indicate your answer by encirc14...ng the letter corresponding to your
choice.

* * *

1. Research studies, such as these conducted by Gordon Allport, indicate that
awareness of racial differences develops in children,

A. as early as age 3
B. in the elementary grades
C. by the beginning of junior high school
D. not until the late teens

2. Uhich of the following is least likely to contribute to a child's positive
self-image?

A. acceptance of the child's speech patterns, even though nonstandard
B. establishment of rapport
C. use of the "human relations" approach In language arts lessons
D. correction of a child's Improper speech patterns

3. Methods of teaching a class of non-English speaking youngsters were illustrated
In a telecast by,

A. a lesson taught to French speaking Canadians
B. the use of role-playing with recent teenage Immigrants
C. a class of Chinese children -

D. a story told by a librarian to a multi-lingual group of preschoolers

4. According to the Bureau of English, the two strands of the new language arts
curriculum most rels.vant to basic values and attitudes such as intergroup
relations, the dignity of man, an .". one's self-image are,

A. reading and speech
B. composition and speech
C. reading and literature
D. literature and composition

5. The official position of the Bureau of English regarding children's nonstandard
dialect is that,

A. there is a need for a single standard and dialects, generally, are not
acceptable

B. students should be made to realize the im rtance of mastering standard



Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts

DIRECTIONS:

Read each item and decide which choice best campletes the statement or answers the
question. Indicate your answer by encircling the letter corresponding to your
choice.

1. Research studies, such as those conducted by Gordon Allport, indicate that
awareness of racial differences develops in children,

A. as early as age 3
B., In the elementarY grades
C. by the beginning of junior high school
D. not until the late teens

2. Uhich of the following is least likely to contribute to a child's positive
self-image?

A. acceptance of the child's speech patterns, even though nonstandard
B. establishment of rapport
C. use of the "human relations" approach in language arts lessons
D. correction of a child's improper speech patterns

3. Methods of teaching a class of non-English speaking youngsters were illustrated
in a telecast by,

A. a lesson taught to French speaking Canadians
B. the use of role-playing with recent teenage immAgrants
C. a class of Chinese children
D. a story told by a librarian to a multi-lingual group of preschoolers

4. According to the Bureau of English, the two srands of the new language arts
curriculum most relevant to basic values and attitudes such as intergroup
relations, the dignity of man, and one's self-Image are,

A. reading and speech
B. composition and speech
C. reading and literature
D. literature and composition

5. The official position of the Bureau of English regarding children's nonstandard
dialect is that,

A. there is a need for a single standard and dialects, generally, are not
acceptable

B. students should be made to realize the importance of mastering standard
English while accepting their own dialects in appropriate situations

C. teachers Should ig,tore the use of nonstandard dialects in the classroom
D. teachers should attempt to eliminate completely nonstandard English from

children's speech patterns

6. There is general agreement that theEnglish language by its very nature,
, -

A. causes a dialect caste system In a manner not found in other languages
B. serves as an equalizer, placing all men who soeak it on a par
C. is a prime carrier of racism from one persaa to another
D. is the only language which is "Ny Enemy" (Ossie Davis).
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7. Piri Thomas said, "To write is to poictUt oub," in order tD emphasize that,

A. writing serves as motivation for expression
B. structure, punctuation and grammar should not be taught in conjunction

with creative writing
C. themes of ghetto children are very fluid
D. creativity may be inhibited by overemphasis on the mechanics of composition

8. The literature of protest is literature,

A. evaluated primarily for its social rtlevance rather than artistic merit

B. written primarily by or about Negroes

C. of propaganda and extremism
D. directed toward the injustices in society

9. Exclusion in the classroom of literature by and about the Vegro was considered

by telecast panel memberS to be,

A. a subtle form of stereotyping
B. evidence Gf racism on the part of book publishers
C. justification for decentralization
D. the result of the unavailability of such literature

10. An essential difference between Negroes and other minority groups with respect
to the Negroes? minority group status iz that,

A. Negroes are basically lacking in the financial and intellectmal resources

necessary to fit into the merican mainstream
B. the Negro experience in America was vastly different fram that of other

minorities
C. the non-violent position of Negroes has been a detriment to their achieving

first-class status in American society
D. the Negroes? position has traditionally heen complicated by their lack of

skills

11. The most important reason for teaching literature by and about minority groups

is to

A. encourage a positive self-image for minority group children

B. provide a wider market for minority group writers
C. present to the world a more realistic picture of the diversity of

Negro talent
D. satisfy the demands of ghetto parents and community leaders

12. The major difficulty with using African literature in our schools is the

A. scarcity of such literature
B. teachers1 lack of knowledge of the existence of such literature
C. lack of artistic quality of such literature
D. difficult, in transl tin such literature into En lish



A. evaluated primarily for its social relevance rather than artistic merit
B. written primarily by or about Negroes
C. of -oropaganda and extremism
D. directed toward the injustices in society

9. Exclusion In the classroom of literature by and about the Negro was considered
by telecast panel members to be,

A. a subtle form of stereotyping
B. evidence of racism on the part of book publishers
C. justification for decentralization
D. the result of the unavailability of such literature

10. An essential difference between Negroes and other minority groups with respect
to the Negroes' minority gioup status is that,

A. Negroes are basically lacking in the financial and intellectual resources
necessary to fit into the American mainstream

B. the Negro experience in America was vastly different from that of other
minorities

C. the non-violent position of Negroes has been a detriment to their achieving
first-class status in American society

D. the Negroes' position has traditionally been complicated by their lack of
skills

11. The most important reason for teaching literature by and about minority groups
is to

A. encourage a positive self-image for minority group children
B. provide a wider market for minority group writers
C. present to the world a more realistic picture of the diversity of

Negro talent
D. satisfy the demands of ghetto parents and community leaders

12. The major difficulty with using African literature in our schools 13 tbe

A. scarcity of such literature
B. teachers' lack of knowledge of the existence of such literature
C. lack of artistic quality of Ittrature
D. difficulty in translating such ILrature into English

13. The major difficulty with using books on Puerto Rican history, culture and
literature in the classroom is that

A. teachers are not willing 1.,,arch for usable materials
B. books in these areas publed by commercial publishers are not usually

approved by the Board of Education for classroom use
C. local communities are opposed to the use of such books
D. translation of Puerto Rican literature must Le undertaken, and commercial

sources or the Board of Education must take positive steps to effect
publication

14. If a c)room teacher wishes to use a non-list book with his class, the best
procsdure for him to follow is to

A. write to the Bureau of English and request permission to use the book
B. order the book himself since any book may be _rriered "non-list"
C. ask his principal to recommend the 2pook t ti listing authorities
D. forget about it. It is almost impossible Th ob ain non-list material

for classroom use.

- -2 -
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15. The Gatewa7 Series, a multi-ethnic, urban-oriented set of paperbacks was

edited by

A. Loretta Barrett (Doubleday)
B. Charlotte Brooks (Holt, Rinehart and Winston)
C. Marjorie Smiley (Macmillan)
D. Charles Spiegler (Merrill)

16. Which of the following words best expresses the theme which binds the three
poems discussed on the telecast devoted to poetry (Mother to Son, HugheL;;
Nancy Hanks, the Benets; Taaghl_Me Purple, Hunt)?

A. Greed
B. Pride
C. Persuasiveness
D. Envy

Listed In Column I are statements which describe autobiographies written by same
of the contemporary writers named In Column II. Next to each numbered statement
in Col. I place the letter of the writer in Column II whose work the statement

! describes.

Column I Column II
17. EXperiences of a former New York City school A. Claude Brown

teacher in a Harlem elementary school.
B. Kenneth Clark

18. Experiences of a Puerto Rican writer who
grew up In Spanish Harlem. C. Herbert Kohl

19. EXperiences of a school teacher in a Boston D. Jonathan Kozol
ghetto school.

E. Malcolm X
20. Experiences of a Negro who was born and

reared In black Harlem. F. Daniel Moynihan

G. Piri Thomas
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

3.

A. Describe the manner in which the teacher motivated the students toward ite
human relations aim of the lesson. ("Motivation refers to the techniques
or devices utilized to capture pupils' Interest and channel their thinking
in a given direction").

B. To what extent was the aim of the lesson achie-.-c-1?

Complebely To a moderate exLent: in pprt Not at a/l

C. Did the ter.cher use the lesson as a means of discussing broader and more general
issues (e.g., the meaning of brotherhood, the worth and integrity of every

human being)?
Yes No-

If "yes," please describe how teacher used the lesson for this purpose.

D. Please use the space below and back of page to discuss any aspects of the lesson
which have not been covered in the preceding items.



APPENDIX C

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK :ILLAVE BLANK
:(Vcv.ree".:No.)

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL
Division of Recruitment, Trainingand Staff Development :

65 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

APPLICATION FOR TV IN-SERVICE WORKSHOP COURSE

Please type or print Date

TITLE OF COURSE:

INSTRUCTOR:
Last Name-(R;. Mrs. MiT;)- First Name Initial

LICENSE:

PRESENT ASSIGNMENT:

SCHOOL OR BUREAU:

ADDRESS:

CO-INSTRUCTOR:

LICENSE:

Street

Tel. No.:

Borough Zip Code

Last Nam* T17117 Mrs. Miss) First Name Initial

PRESENT ASSIONEENT:

SCHOOL OR BUREAU: Tel. No.:

ADDRESS% -0
Street Borough Zip Code

COURSE WILL BE HELD - DAY: TERM: FALL SPRING

TIME: (hour) FROM: TO (All Courses - 15 sessions, 30 hours)

PLACE COURSE WILL BE HELD:
School No. Borough Room

APPROVED BY: District No.

Superintendent in Charge

ACTION BX,OFFgE OF PER4OkffEL: - -
0

D
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INSTRUCTOR DATA FORM

Please type or print Date

NAME:
Last Name (Mr. Mrs. Firs7)

HOME ADDRESS:

First Name Initial

Street Borough

HOME TELEPHONE NO.:

List all New York City Board of Education Licenses Held:

Zip Code

DEGREES:

TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUND:

IN-SERVICE COURSES PREVIOUSLY GIVEN BY YOU. (If none, write None)

Title of_Course Completed Term Ex__I.cglin

SIGNATURE

CO-INSTRUCTOR DATA FORM
(Co-Instructor, if approved, must .6..tend all sessions)

PleasfLIE22.J.In_Wlat Date

NAME:
Last Name (Mr. Mrs. Miss)

HOME ADDRESS:

First Name Initial

Street Borough

HOME TELEPHONE NO.:

List all New York City Board of Education Licenses held:

Zip Code

DEGREES:

TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUND:

IN-SERVICE COURSES PHEVIOUSLY GIVEN BY YOU. (If ncne, write None)

Title of Course ComE1eted Term Ending_

SIGNATURE

53
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APPENDEC D

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, New York 11201

6/68

EVALUATICN FORM FOR TEACHERS ENROLTgD IN
In-Sertrice Gyurse TV 359

CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR INTERGROUP RELATIONS: LANGUAGE ARTS

The Bureau of Educational Research is conducting an evaluation of the course,
Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts, and would appre-
ciate having your reactions to the stat _lents and questicms listed below.

Present teaching assignment:
Grade or level, subject

1. Now that you have completed the course, which of its main objectives do you

think were realized? Please explain.
Analysis of language arts materials to acquaint teachers with the poetry,
drama, and literature written by and about ethnic and minority groups.

Exploration of the ways in which auch mp.terials can be used to promote
better intergroup understanding and relationships.

Demonstration of techniques for presenting such materials to students.

TELECASTS:
2. a) Did you view at least six of'the telecasts? Yes No

If not, please explain, then skip to Question 4, page 3.

b) Please give your opinion of the reception
Good Fair Poor

Picture
Sound

e) The telecasts were intended to serve as a springboard for the discussions.
In your opinion, was this purpose fulfilled?

Yes, to a great extent
Yes, to some extent
No, not at all

d) Listed below are the descriptions of telecasts and dates on which they were

shown. For those you viewed, please write the letter "B" next to the 2
telecasts which you considered best In overall quality. Men write the
letter "P" next to the 2 telecasts which you felt were of the poorest

quality.



EVALUATICN FORM FOR TEACHERS ENROLTED IN
In-Service Course TV 359

CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR INTERGROU? RELATIONS: LANGUAGE ARTS

The Bureau of Educational Research :!.s conducting an evaluation of the course,
Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts, and would appre-
ciate having your reactions to the statements and questions listed below.

Present teaching assignment:
Grade or level, subject

1. N that you have completed the course, which of its main objectives do you
t ink were realized? Please explain.

Analysis of language arts materials to acquaint teachers with the poetry,
drama, and literature written by and about ethnic and minc,rity groups.

Exploration of the ways in which such materials can be used to promote
better int1.group understanding and relationships.

Demonstration of techniques for presenting such materials to students.

TELECASTS!
2. a) Did you view at least six of'the telecasts? Yes

If not, please explain, then skip to Question 4, page 3.
No

b) Please give your opinion of the reception
Good Fair Poor

Picture
Sound

c) The telecasts were intended to serve as a springboard for the disoussions.
In your opinion, was this purpose fulfilled?

Yes, to a great extent
_ 2Yes to some extent

No, not at all

d) Listed below are the descriptions of telecasts and dates on which they were
shown. For those you viewed, please write the letter "B" next to the 2
telecasts which you considered best in overall quality. Then write the
letter "P" next to the 2 telecasts which you felt were of the poorest
quality.

Best/
Poor-
est Date Topic and Brie.E Description

Feb 21 POETRY
JHS students analyzed three poans dealing with mother-son relationships,
self-Image and poverty: Mother to Son by Langston Hughes, Nancy Hanks
by the Benets and Taughtlle Purple by Evelyn Tooley Hunt,. The panel
discussed teaching humanistic Implications of the poems and advisability
of class discussions of dialect poetry.

yeb 28 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAM
A teacher taught a class of Spanish-speaking youngsters by using pic-
tures and experiences common to children on the mainland and in Puerto
Rico. Another teacher taught recent arrivals from Hong Kong concepts
through the use of realia and comparison between Chinese and American
foods and utensils.
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Best/
Poor-
est Date

56

Topic and Description
2d (Contd.)

Mar 6 SHORT STORY
HS students discussed The SpliLSkeEry_Tree by Jesse Stuart and The,q_
or Not the B by Ivy Thomas. Two %eachers, a member of the Human Relations
Unit and the moderator discussed possible conclusions to the l,son.

Mar 13 STEREOTYPES IN LITERATURE
A panel consisting of a teL.cher, a t.extbook editor, an actress, a member
of the Human Relations Unit and the m..,derator discussed treatment of
literary stereotypes in the classroom and the challenge of censorship
and community pressures.

Max 20 CRITICAL LISTENING
A librarian read The Poppy Seeds by Bulla to a group of children from

several elementary schools. By inadvertently dropping seeds which grew
into lovely poppies on an old mants property, a little bey obtained
water for his village from the man's spring.

Mar 27 SEMANTICS AND HUNAN RELATIONS
The moderator voted from Ossie Davis' speech, The English Language Is

My Enem. The panel discussed synonymsfar and social implications of

"black," '%1Thite," "poor" etc. A psychologist from BCG demonetrated
early childhood techniques in teaching semantics: categorizing simple
items by color, then regrouping by use, material, etc.

Apr 3 NCNSTANDARD DIALECT
A JHS class discussed the variety of dialects, their acceptability and
the need for a single standard. The panel discussed when and how to
correct children who speak incorrectly.

Apr 10 CREATIVE WRITING
Author Piri Thomas, John Oliver Killens and actres Vinie Burrows dis-
cussed problems of motivating inner-city pupils and cautioned against

stifling creativity and self-expression. Mr. Thomas read from his

poem A DIAlomemith_Saciety Addressed to White America. Mrs. Burrows

recited Langston Hughes' Let America/3eAmezica.Again.

Apr 24 RYPRESSIONAL WRITING
A fifth grade ,:lass discussed problems of modernizing their school as
preparation for an exercise in expressional writing. Next, high school
juniors and seniors discussed the writings of Negro atthors, from which

they had chosen research paper themes.

tv 1 LITERATURE OF PROTEST
The_Alktoblcolm Y: was discussed by a group of JHS students.
Dr. Maxine Greene of Teachers College compared the literature of protest

in the '30's with that of today. A textbook editor and former teacher
discussed her use of role playing and role reversals with students of
different ethnic backgrounds.

May 15 AFRICAN LITERATURE
JHS students from Manhattan discussed their interpretation of African
literature, particularly proverbs, and insights gained about African
culture a brief

a



Mar 13 STEREOTYPES IN LITERATURE
A panel consisting of a teacher, a textbook editor, an actress, a meMber
of the Human Relations Unit and the moderator discussed treatment of
literary stereotypes In the classroom and the challenge of censorship
and community pressures.

,Mar 20 CRITICAL LISTENING
A librarian read The Poppy Seeds by Bulla to a group of children from
several elementary schools. By inadvertently dropping seeds which grew
into lovely poppies on an old mants property, a little boy obtained
water for his village from the manls spring.

Mar 27 SEMANTICS AND HUMAN RELATIONS
The moderator quoted from Ossie Davis' speech, The English Language Is
MY Enemy. The panel discussed synonymsfcrr and social implications of
"black," "white," "poor" etc. A psychologist from BCG demonstrated
ely childhood techniques In teaching semantics: categorizing simple
items by color, then regrouping by use, material, etc.

Apr 3 NCNSTANDARD DIALECT
A JHS class discussed the varlety of dialects, their acceptability and
the need for a single standard. The panel discussed when and how-to
correct children who speak incorrectly.

Apr 10 CREATIVE WRITING
Author Piri Thomas, John. Oliver Killens and actress Vinie BUrr:ws dis-
cussed problems of motivating inner-city pupils and cautioned against
stifling creativity and self-expression. Mr. Thomas read from his
poem Allialoole_wiIL_pciety Addressed to White America. Mrs. Burrows
recited Langston Hughes Let America Be America Again.

,Apr 24 EXPRESSIONAL WRITING
A fifth grade class discussed problems of modernizing their school as
preparation for an exercise in expressional writing. Next, high school
juniors and seniors discussed the writings of Negro authors, from uhich
they had Chosen research paper themes.

Nay 1 LITERATURE OF PROTEST
The Autobiography of Malcolm X was discussed by a group of JHS students.
Dr. Maxine Greene of Teachers College compared the literature of protest
in the '30's with that of today. A textbook editor and former teacher
discussed her use of role playing and role reversals with students of
different ethnic backgrounds.

May 15 AFRICAN LITERATURE
JHB students from Manhattan diaussed their interpretation of African
literature, particularly proverbs, and insights gained about African
culture and the universality of emotions. The panel presented a brie2
history of African literature relating,themes to those familiar in
European aild Amezican literature.

May22 CURRICULUM MATERIALS
A panel consisting of two editors, an educator from Bank Street College,
a teacher, and members of the Human Relations Unit and the Bureau of
English discussed the new English curriculum, difficulties encountered
in attempting to use non-list books and the dearth of school materials
on Puerto Rican history and culture. An excerpt from The Autoblogramhz,
of Floyd Patterson was read.

May 29 DRAMA AND ROLE-PLAYING
By portraying two interracial dating situations, a HS drama class demon-
strated the uses of role-playing as a device for promoting good human
relations. The implication was that racist attitudes among white and
black students are a factor even inia racially integrated school.
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Best/
Poor-
est Date

5June

58
Topic and Description 2d (Contd.)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION - The Use of the Picture Story Book

A kindergarten class sang a song in several languages. The teacher

read a story in which a little boy responds to requests with "I don't

care" until rescued from a lion's jaws. The discussion which followed

concerned the teaching of the significance of differences and develop-

ment of racial attitudes.

3. The format of the telecasts was varied. Most.combined a demonstration lesson

and a panel, a few had pay a panel and one or two had only the lesson. Would

you have preferred more demonstration lessons? Yes No Did the panel

discussions serve a useful Purpose for you? Yes No Please explairi.

MISCELLANEOUS:
4. Were you required to complete an assignment for the oourse? Yes No

If yes, please describe and indicate whether you found it worthwhile.

5. Did you read any books specifically in connection with this course? Yes

No If yes, please give titles (s) and author(s). Indicate how worthwhile

each was for you.

6. Answer the following question only if you. are a classroom teacher. 'Which of

the following statements best describes your position with respect to the

curriculum materials (textbooks, records, reference books, etc.) mentioned

in connection with this course?

I have used many of these materials in the classroom.

I have used a few of these materials in the classroom.

I have not used these materials but intend to do SD.

I have not used these materials and it is rn1ilco47 that I .sha71.

7. Please omthnant on how relevant the course was to your professional assign-

ment (i.e., classroom teaching, supervision, attendance, etc.)

SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS:
8. What topics or areas were not covered in this course which you feel should

have been?



MISCELLANEOUS:

4. Were you required to complete an assignment for the course? Yes No

It yes, please describe and indicate whether you found it worthwhile.

5. Did you read any books specifically in connection with this course? Yes

No If yes, please give titles (s) and author(s). Indicate how: worthwhile

each was for you.

6. Answer the following question only if youLare a classroom teacher. Which of

the following statements best describes your position with respect to the

curriculum materials (textbooks, records, reference books, etc.) nentioned

in connection with this course?

I have used many of -these materials in the classroom.

I have used a few of these materials in the classroom.

I have not used these materials but intend to do so.

I have not used these materials, and it is unlikely that I shall.

7. Please oamment on how relevant the course was to your professional assign-

ment (i.e., classroom teaching, supervision, attendance, etc.)

SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS:

8. Uhat topics or areas were not covered in this course which you feel should

have been?

9. Please make any suggestions you have for telecasts or speakers, as panelists

or teachers of demonstration lessons, for future telecasts.

10. Overall evaluation of the course

EXcellent Good Fair Poor

15'9



P.N. 22-617
APPE-N15Dc. D

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201

June 14, 1968

TO: Teachers who served as participants in the classroom visits

FROM: Ni-s. Kay C. Murray, Bureau of Educational Research

RE: Reactions to your participation

Because you.were a cooperating teacher for this phase of the evaluation, we
would appreciate your answering the questions below.

* * *

Did you spend time and effort In excess of the usual in preparing the lessons

for which you were visited? Yes No Additional comment.

Were these "special" lessons, 1.e,, ones which you would ordinarily not teach?

Yes No If yes, please explain.

I.

Ubuld you be willing to participate in this type of project again?

Yes No Additional comment.

Please use the space belowfor additional comments and your overall reactions to

this experience.



P.N. 22-617 APPRIX E 6/68

BC.LRD OF LDUC.ITIjil OF TH: CITt op ij 7oaK
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL R.r_EARCH

110 Livingston Street, Brooklyrl, New York 11201

EVALUATION FORK FOR INSTRUCTORS OF
InService Course TV 359

CURRICULUM MAMMALS FOR INTERGROUP RELATIONS: LANGUAGE ARTS

The Bureau of Educational Research is conducting an evaluation of the course,

Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts, and would appreciate

having your reactions to the statements and questions listed below.

1. Do you feel you would have been a more effective workshop leader if you had

had specific training sessions or additional prepared materials?

Yes No
Please emllain.

WORKSHEET:

2. The Human Relations Unit prepared a worksheet containing descriptions of

telecasts and questions to accompany each week9s telecast. Did you receive

the weekly worksheet?
les, material usilpTly arrived prior to each weekts class

Yes, but material usually arrived late, after class or too

close to oe reproduced or used for class

No, material usually did not arrive at all

Please check the categories below to indicate the use which you made of the

questions prepared for each telecast by the Himar, Relations Unit.

Use Made of Questions Please Check Where Appropriate

None
Reproduced and distributed to teachers

each week. . .

occasionaIly -

Used as a basis for discusSion
every question
selected questions

Discussed by workshop
as a group
subdivided tpto.smia1ler groups

Used as basis for assignment
Other use

(specify)



The Bureau of Educational Research is conducting an evaluation of the course,
Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts, and would appreciate
having your reactions to the statements and questions listed below.

1. Do you feel you would have been a more effective workshop leader if you had
had specific training sessions or additional prepared materials?

Yes No
Please explain.

WORKSHEET:

2. The Human Relations Unit prepared a worksheet containing descriptions of
telecasts and questions to accompany each weekys telecast. Did you receive
the weekly worksheet?

Yes, ma-berial usppily arrived prior to each weekts class
Yes, but material usually arrived late, after class or too

close to oe reproduced or used for class
No, material usually did not arrive at all

Please check the categories below to indicate the use which you made of the
questions prepared for each teledast by the Human Relations Unit.

Use Made of Questions Please Check Where Appropriate

None
Reproduced and distributed to teachers

each week.
occasionally

Used as a basis for discussion
evary question
selected questions

Discussed by workshop
as a group
subdivided into smaller groups

Used as basis for assignment
Other use

(specify)

TM.D3ASTS:

4. a) Did you view at least six of the telecasts? Yes No
If not, please explain, then skip to Q. 7, page 3.

If yes,
b) Please give your opinion of thc, reception

Good Fair Poor
Picture
Sound
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63
c) Tue teleuasts were intended to serve as a springboard for the discussions.

In your opinion, was this purpose fulfilled?
Yes, to a great extent

-Yes, to some extent
No, not at all

d) Listed below are the descriptions of telecasts and dates an which they were
shown. For those you.viewed, please write the letter 1431. next to the 2
telecasts which you considered best In overall qrnlity. Then write the letter
fP/4 next to the 2 telecasts which you felt were of the poorest quality.

Best/
Poor-
est Date Topic and Brief Description

Feb 21 POETRY
JHS students analyzed three poems dealing with mother-son relation-
ships, self-image and poverty: Mother to Son by Langston Hughes,
Nanlw Hanks by the Benets and Taught Me Purple by Evelyn Tooley Hunt.
The panel discussed teaching humanistic implications of the poems and
advisability of class discussions of dialect poetry.

'Feb 28 ENGLTSH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
A teacher taught a class of Spanish-speaking youngsters by using
pictures and experiences common to children on the mainland and in

Puerto Rico. Another teacher taught recent arrivals from Hong Kong
concepts through the use of resale and comparison between Chinese
and Anerican Foods and utensils.

Mar 6 SHORT STORY
HS students discussed The Split Cherry_Tree by Jesse Stuart and
The B or Not the B by Ivy Thomas. Two teachers, a member of the
Human Relations Unit and the moderator discussed possible conclusions
to the lesson.

Mar 13 STEREOTYPES IN LITERATURE
A panel consisting of a teacher, a textbook editor, an actress, a
meMber of the Hunan Relations Unit and the moderator discussed
treatment of literary.stereotypes In the classroomand the challenge
of censorship and community pressures.

Mar 20 CRITICAL LISTENING
A librarian read The Pop-by-Seeds by Bulla to a group of children from
several elementary schools. By inadvertently dropping seeds which
grew Into lovely poppies an an old mangs property, a little boy
obtained water for his village from the man's spring.

Mar 27 SEMANTICS AND HUMAN RELATIONS
The moderator quoted from Ossie Davis? speech, The English Language
Is Ky Enemy. The panel discussed synonyms for and social implications-
of 1-b1ack, nwhite,si poorl- etc. A psychologist from EGG demonstrated
early childhood techniques in teaching semantics: categorizing simple
items by color, tnen regrouping by use, material, etc.

Apr 3 NONSTANDARD DIATZ:T
A JHS class discussed the variety of dialects, their acceptability and
the need for a single standard. The panel discussed when and haw to -

correct children who speak incorrectly.

Apr 10 CREATIVE WRITING
Author Piri Thomas, John Oliver Killens and actress Vinie Burrows
discussed problens of motivating inner-city pupils and cautioned
against stifling creativity and self-expression. .,Mr. Thomas read
from his poem A Dialogue with Society Addressed to White America.
Mrs. Burrows recited Langston Hughes? Let Anerica Be America Again.



Best/
Poor-
est_ Date Topic and Br.l_ef Description

Feb 21 POETRY
JHS students analyzed three poems dealing with mother-son relation-

ships, self-image and poverty: I:iother to Son by Langston Hughes,

Nan.:".y Hanks by the Benets and Taught Me Purple by Evelyn Tooley Eunt.

The panel discussed teaching humanistic implications of the poems and

advisability of class discussions of dialect poetry.

Feb 28 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
A teacher taught a class of Spanish-speaking youngsters by using

pictures and experiences common to children on the mainland and in

Puerto Rico. Another teacher taught recent arrivals from Hong Kong
concepts through the use of realla and comparison between Chinese

and American Foods and utensils.

Mar 6 SHORT STORY
HS students discussed The Split Cherry Tree by Jesse Stuart and

The B or Not the B by Ivy Thomas. Two teachers, a member of the
Human Relations Unit and the uoderator discussed possible conclusions

to the lesson.

Mar 13 STEREOTYPES IN LITERATURE
A panel consisting of a teacher, a textbook editor, an actress, a
member of the Human Relations Unit and the moderator discussed
treatment of literary stereotypes in the classroom and the challenge
of censorship and community pressures.

Nar 20 CRITICAL LISTENING
A librarian read The Poppy Seeds by Bnlla to a group of children from

several elementary schools. By inadvertently dropping seeds which

grew into lovely poppies on an old mangs property, a little boy
obtained water for his vi/lage from the man's spring.

Mar 27 SENANTIOS AND HUNAN RELATIONS
The moderator, quoted from Ossie Davis? speech, The English Language

Is My Enemy. The panel discussed synonym= for and social Implications

of tblack, mwhite,s. .flpoor" etc. A psychologist from. BCG demonstrated

early childhood techniques in teaching semantics: categorizing simple

items by color, then regrouping by use, material, etc.

Apr 3 NONSTANDARD DIALZCT
A JHS class discussed the variety of dialects, their acceptability and

the need for a single standard. The panel discussed when and haw to .

correct children who speak incorrectly.

Apr 10 CREATIVE WRITING
Author Piri Thomas, John Oliver Miens and actress Virile Burrows

discussed problems of motivating inner-city pupils and cautioned

against stifling creativity and self-expression. Mr. Thomas read

from his poem A Dialogue with Society Addressed to White America.

Mrs. Burrows recited Langston Hughes? Let America Be America Again.

Apr 24 EXPRESSIONAL WRITING
A fifth grade class discussed problems of modernizing their school as
preparation for an exercise in expressional writing. Nextthigh
school juniors and seniors discussed the writings of Negro authors,
from which they had chosen research paper themes.

May 1 LITERATURE OF PROTEST
The Autobiography of Malcolm X was discussed by a group of JIB

students. Dr. Maxine Greene of Teachers College compared the
literature of protest in the ?302s with that of today. A text-book

editor and former teacher discussed her use of role playing and role

reversals wf.th students of different ethnic backgrounds.
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Best/
Poor-
est Date

May

May

65
Tonic and Description

4d (ontd.)

15 AFRICA LITERLTURE
JHS students fromManhattan discussed their interpretation of African
literature, particnlprly proverbs, and insights gained about African
culture and the universality of emotions. The panel presented a brief
history of kfrican literature relating themes to those familiar
European and smerican literature.

in

22 CURRICULUM MATER/ALS
A panel consisting of two editors, an educator from Bank Street
College, a teacher, and menbers of the Human Relations Unit and the
Bureau of English discussed the nem-English curriculum, difficulties
encountered in attempting to use non-list books and the dearth of
school materials on Puerto Rican history and culture. An excerpt from
The Autobiography of Floyd Patterson was read.

May29 DRAMA AND ROLE-PLAYING
By portraying two interracial dating situations, a HS drama class
demonstrated the uses of role-playing as a device for promoting good
human relations. The implication was that racist attitudes among
wilite and black students are a factor even in a racially integrated
school.

June 5 EARTZ C921DHOOD ELUCATION - The Use of the Picture Story Book
A kindergarten class sang a song in several languages, The teacher
read a story In which a little boy responds to requests with uI donift
car&, until rescued from a lion.s jaws. The discussion which fcllowed
concerned the teaching of the significance of differences and develop-
ment of racial attitudes.

5. The format of the telecasts was varied. Most combined a demonstration lesson
and a panel. a few had only a .-:ane1 and one or two had only the lesson. Would
you have preferred more demonstration lessons? Yes No
Did the panel discussions serve a useful purpose for your workshop
group? Yes No

6. Did you preview the telecasts at noon on Tuesdays?
Yes,frequently (six or more telecasts)
Yes, but infrequently (fewer than six telecasts)
No, never

WORKSHOP AcTIVITIES:

7. Did your group make any-trips instead of meeting for the
A4ce..11c=4^,n9 Vfn

telecz.st and



May 22 UURRICULUM MATERIALS
A panel consisting of two editors, an educator from Bank Street

College, a teacher, and menbers of the Human Relations Unit and the

Bureau of English discussed the new Engiish curriculum, difficulties

encountered in attempting to use non-list books and the dearth of

school materials on Puerto Rican history and culture. An excerpt from

Autobiograry read.

May 29 DRAMA AND ROLE-PLAYING
BY port *eying two interracial dating situations, a HS drama class

demonstrated the uses of role-playing as a device for promoting good

human v.g.Iations. The implication was that racist attitudes among

white and black students are a factor even in a racially integrated

schoo/.

June 5 EARLY CHITMOOD EDUCATION - The Use of the Picture Story Book

A kindergarten class sang a song in several languages. The teacher

read a stary in which a little boy responds to requests with uI donvt

care', until rescued from a lion.s jaws. The discussion wbich followed

concerned the teaching of the significance of differences and develop-

ment of racial attitud.-3.

5. The format of the telecasts was varied. Most combined a demonstration lesson

and a panel, a few had only a -4.anel and one or two had only the lesson. Would

you have preferred more demonstration lessons? Yes No

Did the panel discussions serve a useful purpose for your workshop

group? Yes No

6. Did you preview the telecasts at noon on Tuesdays?
Yes,frequently (six or more ...elecasts)

Yes, but infrequently (fewr.tr than six telecasts)

No, never

WORKSHOP J1GTIVITItZ:

7. Did your group make any trips instead of meeting for the telecast and

discussion? Yes No
If yes, please describe.

8. Did you have guest speakers or panelists? /es No

If yes, please describe who they-were (with name and organizational

affiliation, if any), what they discussed, how valuable you and your

group considered their contribution, and whether you would recommend

them for other workshop groups in the future.

-3--
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9. DesQrlbe the manner in which your workshop group spent a typicalc hour
4.4:00 to 5:00) immediately following the telecast.

MISCMLANEOUS:

10. Would you like to teach this or a similar human relations course again in
the future?

11. What topics or areas were not covered in this course which you feel should
have been?

12. Please make any suggestions you have for telecasts or speakers, as panelists
or teachers of demonstration lessons, fo47 future use.

13. Overall evaluation of the course
Excellent Good Fair Poor



APPZNDIX F

Biographical Lsformation on Instructors of
"Curriculum Materials for IFteroup Relations: Language Arts"

Percentage Distribution of Responses fnmn 137 Instructors
(123* instructors a4d 14 co-instructors)

LOCATION CT WRKSHIP
'alitlattan Bronx Broolayn Queens Richmond Total

(N=23) (N=25) (N=50) (N=35) (N=4) (N=137)

A. Eost Recent License
TYPe

Early Childhood or
Common Branches 43% 36% 30% 28% 75% 34%

English 13 12 .24 26 - 20

Social Studies 13 12 16 11 - 13

Assistant Principal 9 16 14 6 25 12

Guidance 9 4 2 6 - 4
Principal 4 2 9 - 4
Library 4 4 4 3 - 4
GRMD - 4 3 - 2
Other 9 12 4 6 - 7

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Level

Elementary 69% 56% 38% 40% 100% 50%

Junior High School 9 24 36 26 - 25

Senior High School 22 20 26 34 - 25

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

B. Present Assignment

Same as most recent license 44% 60% 74% 66% - 62%

School Commulity Coordinator*' 26 20 22 20 50 23

Cther 30 20 4 14 50 15

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

*Excludes information for 10 instructors: one of a Manhattan workshop and three
each in the Bramx, Brooklyn and Queer's.

**School Community Coordinator, Hallan Relations Assistant or Coordinator,
Community Relations Assistant or CO°I'dinator.



APPENDIX F (continued)

-LOCATION OF WORKSHOP
Manhattan Bronx Brook1Yn Queens Richmond Total

C. Licenses Held in Other Sub'ects

None
Common Branches
English
Other

Total

D. Hishesomleted
Baccalaureate degree on1y
Masterls degree
Doctorate

Total

(N=23) (N=25) (N=50)

66%
17

17

100%

52% 64%
16 16
4 12
28 a

100% l00%

17% 36% 40%
83 56 56
_. 8 4

100% 100% 100%

(N=35) (N=4) (N=137)

66% 75% 63%
20 25 18
8 - 7
6 - 12

l00% l00% l00%

17% 50% 30%
80 50 66

3 - 4

100% 100% 100%

E. Previous In-Service
Teaching Experience 57% 64% 36% 71% 100% 55%
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APPMIDIX G

Reactions of Teachers Who Participated in Classroom Visits

(Replies from 7 of 12 participating teachers - 58%)

1. -ad you spend time and effort in excess of the usual in preparing the lessons

for which you were visited?
No. Per Cent

les 5 71

No 2 29

Total 7 IDO

Comments
"Yes, I did because of the need to find new ways of teaching regular curricu-

lum, in order to make it human relations oriented."

"Yes. Ey class (half bussed pupils) averaged 3 years below language arts

average. I had to work hard for daily lessons and extra hard for observa

tion."

"Yes and no. NY-human relations lessons are usually attuned to the needs of

my particular class. Ny biggest problem was to keep from timing it

just for a visitor."

2. Were these "special" lessons, i.e., ones which you would ordinarily not

teach?

No. Per Cent

les 2 29

No _f__
Total 7 100

Comments
Ma, mine was a mixed class which had actually expressed a need for suoh

lessons In many ways. One Negro girl had brought up the fact that

Negro history is not taught in the schools."

"No, I had an integrated class with Puerto Rican, Negro and lihite hostilities.

These lessons would have to be taught."

"Yes and no. All of the lessons I taught I have taught before in one form or

another in my former school -- a special service school. I probably

would not have used poetry-written in southern dialect with my present

class at this time but I'm glad I did!!!"
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3. Uould you be willing to participate in this type of project again'?

No, Per Cent
Yes 6 86
No 1 14
Total 7 100

Additional Comments

"-I found it most stimulating, provocative and creative."

"I don't know if it can be taught, but it seems to me that we are past the
point of reticence in the classroom. Children, need full sessians in
the race relations area almost as therapy, because America is actually
si-ck with racism. Unfortunately many (maybe most) teachers, baack and
white are timid and/or unable to handle controversy or broach anything
other than approved middle class comment and hackneyed platitudes. Of
course we teachers are products, and usually the most standard products,

of this school system."

"I would like to know more about the tool for evaluation used in these sessions."

"The children's reaction to a writing letters of protest lesson were completely
unexpected and disastramst However, we grew in awareness of the need for
better human relations. This shows in the children's selection and evalua
tion of books, their speech and their writing."
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APPENDIX H

Teachers Evaluation of "Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations: Language Arts"

(Replies from 125 of 370 teachers - 34%)

Present Teaching AssiRnment No. Per Cent

Prekindergarten, Kindergarten 7 6

Elementary 68 54
Junior high school-Engli3h only 3 2

Junior high school-all other 16 13

Senior high school-English only 12 10

Senior high school-all other 18 14

Omitted 1 1

Total 125 100

COURM OBJECTIVES

1. The main objectives of the course were to:

A. Analyze language arts materials to acquaint teachers with the poetry,

drama, and literature written by and about ethnic and minority groups.

B. Explore ways in which such materials can be used to pronnte better

intergroup understanding and relationships.

C. Demonstrate techniques for presenting such materials to students.

Now that you have completed the course, which of its main objectives do you

think were realized?

No. Per Cent
A only 22 18
A and B 10 8
A and C 4 3
A, B and C 16 13
B only 49 39
B and C 2 1
C only 10 8
None 7 6

Omitted 5 4
Total 125 100

TEIECASTS

2a, Did you view at least seven of the telecasts?

Yes
No
Omitted
Total

No. Per Cent
114 91
10 8
1 1

100
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Note: 2b, 2c, 2d, and 3 were answered by respondents who viewed at least 7
telecasts.

2b. Please give your opinion of the reception.

Picture No. Per Cent Sound No. Per Cent

Good 26 23 Good 23 20
Fair 46 40 Fair 52 46
Poor 40 35 Poor 36 31
Omitted 2 2 Omitted

Total 114 100 Total
2
114

2_
100

2c. The telecasts were intended to serve as a springboard for the discussions.
In your opinion, was this purpose fulfilled?

No. Per Cent

Yes, to a great extent 38 33
Yes, to same extent 68 60
No, not at all 5 4
Omitted .....2 _2_

Total 114 100

2d. Listed belaw are the descriptions of telecasts. For thcse viewed, please
write the letter "B" next to the 2 telecasts which you considered best In
overall quality. Then write the letter "P" next to the 2 telecasts which
you felt were of the poorest opinlity.

Titles Best
No. Per Cent

Rating
Poorest

of Telecast NO. Per Cent

Poetry 41 18 3 1
English as a Second Language 31 14 10 5
Short Story 6 2 11 5
Stereotypes in Literature 10 4 21 9
Critical Listening 31 14 12 5
Semantics and Human Rela-

tions 10 4 18 a
Nonstandard Dialect 4 2 14 6
Creative Writing 11 5 12 5
Mcprestlional Writing 9 4 26 11
Literature of Protest 11 5 11 5
African literature 5 2 1101 5
Curriculum Materials 5 2 18 a
Drama and Role-PlaYiag 18 a 6 3
Early Childhood Education 2 1 1 0

Rating Omitted 24
Total*

_24
228

_15.__
100

_55_
228 100

-xEach respondent rated 2 telecaSts best: and 2 .poorest (Total 114 x 2 =: 228)
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3. The format of the telecasts was varied. Most combined a demonstration lesson

and a panel, a few, had only a panel and one or two had only the lesson.

Uould you have preferred more dananstration lessons?

No. Per Cent

Yes 71 62

No 25 22
Omitted 18 16

Total 114 100

Did the panel discussions serve a useful purpose for yollr workshop group?

No. Per Cent

Yes 62 54
- No 31 27

Cmitted 21 3..2..

Total 114 100

Comments about telecast panels and demonstration lessons

(Number of teachers responding is less the*, ten per cent unless otherwise

noted.)

Favorable Comments About Lessons

Practical, applicable to classroom teaching; stimulated

discussion and thoughtprovoking questions; intereeting,

realistic.

Unfavorable Comments About Lessons

Demonstration lessons did not seem real,
children were too carefully selected (15 comments);

content not appropriate for all levels and sdbject
areas, of little interest to math teachers,
separate curriculum into elementary and secondary;

lessons were too 1 imited in application, would have
preferred more method;

race relations content was too meager;

_lot worthwhile for experienced teachers;

excessive repetition by demonstration teachers.



Favorable Comments About Panels

Good in that one heard different viewpoints;

served a useful purpose (unspecified);

helped clarify main objectives of the lessons;

stimulated discussion of our awn;

commendation for certain panelists (profound,
learned, e.g., Piri Thomas, Vinie Marrows,

Rachel Lauer);

gave ideas I could use in evdryday classroom;

provided insight into problems regarding human relations

in pUblic schools.

Unfavorable Comments About Panels

Insufficient exploration of ideas, superficial, too
little controversy, few new insights, little

stimulation;

not relevant to classroom situation, too theoretical,

detached from rPaJity;

criticisms of particular panelists, and/or moderator:
II not really qualified to make teaching suggestions,"
"panelists with crilninal records mere distasteful,"
117 noderatorts comments were often inPre"

discussions were sounding board for prejudiced ideas,
created animosity where none existed;

miscellaneous comments.

lasmummous

4. ITere you required to complete en assignment for the course?

No. Per Cent

Yes 113 91
No 9 7
Omitted 2
Total

_-_,..._

125 100



Assignments Completed

Type of Assignment Completed for the Course Number Per Cent

Lessor plan(s) or application to
classroom situation

39 32

Book report or critical book review 38 31

Read a book or articles 10 8

Critique or course evaluation 8 6

Term paper, research report 8 6

Oral report, oral book report 7 6

Bibliography 4 3

Previewed and/or reviewed 4 3

Miscellaneous 6 ---i__
Total 124 100

5. Did you read any books specificany in connection with this course?

NO. Per Cent

Yes 85 68
No 33 26

Cmitted 7 6

Total 125 100

Number of Teachers

Most Frequently Read Books: Who Read Book ON.

Brown, Manchild in the Promised Land 15

Kozol, Death at an Early Age 9

Clark, Dark Ghetto 8

Amte521.9114EA1)ia_atig11221M_ I 8

6. Answer the following question only if you are a classroom teacher.

Which of the following statements best describes your position with

respect to the curriculum materials (textbooks, records, reference
books, etc.) metnioned in connection with this course?

No. Per Cent

I have used many of these materials in the classroom. 10 8

I have used a few of these materials in the classroom. 56 45

I have not used these materials but intend to do so. 20 16

I hare not used these materials, and it is unlikely that I sha/1.20 16

Omitted 19 11
Total 125 100

7. Overall evaluation of the course
No. Per Cent

Excellent 6 5
Good 56 45
Fair 42 33
Poor 15 12
Omitted 6 5.---

125 200

'7 6



APPENDIX I

Instructors Evaluation of "Curriculum Materials for Intergroup Relations:
Language Arts"

(Replies from 90 of 133 instructors 68%)

1. Do you feel you would have been a more effective workshop leader if you

had had specific training sessions or additional prepared materials?

No. Per Cent

Yes 44 49

No 40 44
Omitted 6

Total 90 100

Explanations and Comments by- Instructors Uho Answered "Yee*

Greater familiarity with materials, literature, references (10 comments)

Techniques to aid in conducting workshop: Hour to deal with teacher hostility,

concepts to be stressed, effecting attitude dhange, etc.

Clearer statement of course requirements, aims and objectives at beginning

of the course
Additional materials and/or trairing specifically for inexperienced workshop

instruetors
L11 materials available at the beginning of the course

Exa7anations and Comments by. Instructors ilho AnswPred Mon*

Specific training sessions or additiora1 prepared materials unnecessary:

Made use of own experience or previous relevant training (14 comments)

Prepared materials were adequate (11 comments)

Opportunity to preview telecasts
Orientation session sufficient
ITorkshop discussion group well motivated

2. The Human Relations Unit prepared a workdheet containing descriptions of

telecasts and questions to accompany each weelOs telecast.

the weekly worksheet?

Did you receive

No. Per Cent

Yes, material usually arrived prior to each week's class 81 90

Yes, but material usnally arrived late, after class or too

close to be reproduced or used for class 5 6

No, material usually did not arrive at all 4
Total 90 100

*The number of instructors mho made each comment was ten per cent or less

unless otherwise noted.
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3. Please check the categories below to indicate the
questions prepared for each telecast by the Human

Use Made of Questions
None
Reproduced and distributed to teachers

each week
occasionally

Used as a basis for discussion
every question....
selected questions

Discussed by workshop
as P group
sulmivided into qmaller groups

Used as basis for assignment .

4a. Did you view at least seven of the telecasts?

Yes
NO
Total

use which you made of the
Relations Unit.

Percentage of
No. Total Respondents
3 2

46 35
17 13

3a
58
42
29

No. Per Cent
84 93
6

90 10°

2
61

44
32
22

Note: 4b, 4c, 4d, 5 and 6 were answered by respondents who viewed
at least 7 telecasts.

4b. Please give your opinion of the reception.

Picture No. Per Cent

Good 27 32
Fair 34 41
Poor 23 27

Total 84 100

Somd

Good
Fair
Poor

Total

4c. The telecasts were intended to serve as a springboard
In your opinion, was this purpose fulfilled?

No Per Cent

Yes, to a great extent 46
Yes, to some extent 37
No, not at all 0
Omitted 1

Total 84

78

55
44

1

No. Per Cent

34 40
35 42

18
84 Boo

for the discussions.
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4d. Listed below are the descriptions of telecasts. ior those viewed, please

write the letter "B" next to the 2 telecasts which you considered best in

overall quality. Then write the letter "P" next to the 2 telecasts which

you felt were of the poorest quality.

Rating
Poorest

No. Per Cent
Titles Best

of Telecast No. Per Cent

Poetry 30 18

English as a Second Language 8 5

Short Story 6 4
Stereotypes in Literature 11 6

Critical Listening 18 11

Semantics and Human Relations 16 9

Nonstandard Dialect 4 2

Creative Writing 17 20

Expressional %frit:lug 6 4
Literature of Protest 4 2

African literature 6 4
Curriculum Materials 0

Drama and Role-Playing 23 14.

Early Childhood Education /
Rating Omitted 18 11

Total* 168 100

6 4
6 4
12 7
14 8
8 5
16 9
9 5
14 8
7 4
5 3
23 14
3
o

2
-

45 27__
168 100

*Each respondent rated 2 telecasts best and 2 poorest (Total 84x 2 = 168)

5. The format of the telecasts was varied. Nbst combined a demonstration

lesson and a panel, a few had on17 a panel and one or two bad only the

lesson. Would you have preferred more demonstration lessons?

No. Per Cent

les 52 62
No 19 23

Omitted 12_
Total 84

_15____
100

Did the panel discussions serve a useful purpose for your workshop grourl

No. Per Cent

Yes 58 69

No 16 19
Omitted 10 12
Total. '84 1100
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6. Did you review the telecasts at noon on Tuesdays?

No. Per Cent

Yes, frequently (six or more telecasts) 25 30
Yes, but infrequent3y (fewer than .six telecasts) 26 31
No, never 32 38
Omitted 1 1

Total 84 100

ITORKSHOP ACTIVITIES:

7. Did your group make any trips instead of meeting for the telecast and
discussion?

No. Per Cent

Yes 17 19
No 72 80
Cmitted 1 1

Total 90 100

8. Did you have guest speakers or panelists?

No. Per Cent

Yes 31 35
No 58 64
Cmitted 1 1

Total 90 100

9. Activites During a Typical" Hour Follouing the Telecast

Number of Instructors Reporting
ActivitY

Discussion, evaluation of or reaction 63
to telecast

Discussion or review of some or all questions

ArtPri group discussions (usually followed by repo
to class & discussion)

Discussion of current problems and events
related to human:relations

Demonstration lesson
application



9. Activities During a "Typical" Hour Following the Telecast (Continued)

Number of Instructors Reporting

Activity

Reports by individual teachers on books, 15

projects and assignments

Reports or presentation by committee or panel 10

Discussion of teachers personal experience

or reactions 9

Role-playing
4

hisce31Rneous activities (e.g. guest speaker,

reading of minutes of previous session, dis-

cussion based on audio-visual aids) 9

10. Irrould you like to tv:ach this or a simi arkmp relations course again

in the future?

Per Cent

Yes 77 .86

No 9 10

Qmitted
Total 90 100

13. Overall evaluation of the course

No. Per Cent

Excellent 26 29

Good 51 57

Fair
poor

11 12

Answer Omitted 2 _2

fotal 90 :100


